
ABOUT ME

I am a very ambitious aspiring UX/UI designer 
who loves to work as part of a team. I am 
currently studying Interaction Design at Ulster 
University, where I continually try to enhance my 
digital skills and better myself as a person every 
day. I’m very passionate and enthusiastic about 
what I do, and I can’t wait to get my career 
started. I take my role very seriously regardless 
of what it is, and I strive to produce the best that 
I can. One aspect of the job that I thoroughly 
look forward to, is being part of a team and 
working together to produce quality work that 
will benefit everyone that uses it.  
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Jordan Cupples  
UX/UI Designer

I currently work as a Customer Assistant in a 
Tesco Express and have had the opportunity to 
develop and gain a range of new skills. Due to 
this being my first position I have had to learn on 
the job at the same time as interacting with 
customers. This has allowed me to become 
proficient in working under pressure while doing 
a range of tasks at the same time. 




Experience

Tesco 

Gold step-up 

Customer assistant 

After one year of employment in Tesco I was 
approached by my Manger, who offered me the 
role of a ‘Golden Step-up’. The role of a golden 
step-up is to take up the shift leaders’ position 
when needed. This role is given to people who 
management see as having the potential to fill a 
leadership position within the company. I feel 
that I was chosen for this due to how quickly I 
advanced, fitted into the team and understood 
my role. Under this title I am often required to fill 
in and run the store when one of our four shift 
leaders are not available. I usually oversee a 
team of 3-4 staff depending on the shift, while 
managing the day-to-day tasks of the store.  



I feel the experience that working at Tesco has 
given me is transferable to a varity of jobs and 
environments that I might face when on 
placement. I look forward to  utilising the skills I 
have already obtained and to gaining more skills 
while on placement. 







Digital skills

- UX / UI Design

- HTML / CSS

- Branding 

- Brand Strategy

- Content Stratagey

- Design and Creation

- Illustration



General

Tools
- Adobe Illustrator 

- Adobe Photoshop 

- Figma 

- Sketch 

- Brackets 

- Invision 

Personal skills 
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Problem solving 



Time Managment



Communication



Problem solving is one of the most 
beneficial skills that I believe I have. I 
use this skill on a daily basis when 
designing a wide range of projects for my 
course. When designing we are always 
faced with problems that we have to 
overcome and find a solution to and this 
is one of my favourite aspects of design. 
I have found that I enjoy the challenge of 
discovering a solution for the problem. 
Not only do I use this skill in my 
university projects but also in my 
part-time job where shifts with no issues 
are very rare.  However, this has never 
put me off and I enjoy finding solutions. I 
have found that discovering problems 
encourages me more to find solutions 
because I learn something beneficial 
each time that I can utilise in the future.  






With both university and my job, I have 
had to manage my time very carefully 
whether it be individually, such as 
working to deadlines for university or 
working to my Tesco shift schedule. 
Although I have to balance these 
individually, I also have to make sure my 
work life and my education do not disrupt 
one another. I feel that I have been able 
to do this well through structuring my 
week and allocating time for each 
element.  

I am a very people orientated person and 
when this is combined with work, it 
creates the perfect environment for me 
to thrive. Within my course I have some 
experience of working in a design team, 
but I look forward to experiencing the 
real thing. While working at Tesco I have 
been able to balance being a Customer 
Assistant / Golden Step Up and 
socialising with my fellow employees 
while we carry out our tasks. This has 
made the work environment pleasant to 
be a part of and makes me even more 
excited to be a part of another team that 
can produce great work, as well as enjoy 
the job. 
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